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THE DAWLEY OF TANKERVILLE AND BOLINGBROKE
John Harris
e could, in our imagination, view the Dawley of Lords Tankerville and Bolingbroke from
either a train or the motorway. On the Western Region, travelling west after passing Hayes
Station, the Bournes Bridge carries the Dawlev Road, the old way from Harlington to
Hayes. A quick glance to right takes in industrial estates, and here the enthusiast, dropping off
at West Drayton, might discover a mile of brick wall as a melancholy reminder of a once great
estate. An alternative view is from the M4 to London Airport, when Cranford church and the
stables of Cranford House prepare one for the tower of Harlington church on the left, a road
bridge, and then a view on the right of Pinkwell school. The recreation ground and Pinkwell Park
mark the early-18th-century menagerie and wilderness in the pleasure and grazing grounds of
Dawley House.
Dawley was a mecca of political and literary influence, yet few houses of its sort can have
been so effectively erased. Swift, Pope, Gay, Bathurst, Arbuthnot, even Voltaire — all were there,
yet no one described it in any detail and only one amateurish topographical drawing of the
architecture during Lord Bolingbroke’s tenure survives. Perhaps this is not so surprising, for after
all, Bathurst’s Riskins (or Richings Park) was only four miles away and that too was unrecorded
in his time.
It was otherwise for the previous house on the site. A view (Fig. 1 ) drawn by Leonard Knyff
and engraved byJohn Kip around 1700, eventually published in Britannia Illustrata in 1707, shows
the new house that must have been built by John, 1st Baron Ossulston, following his licence to
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Fig. 1. Dawley as illustrated in Britannia lllustrata (1707).
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empark 300 acres in 1690.1 Lord Ossulston died in 1695, by which time his old house had been
enlarged with an unassertive new brick front or range, and the hearths in the house increased
from 16 in 1664 to 27. By 1712 inventories2 mention the “New Buildings”, and these may include
the miniature range repeating the front of the house towards the road. The long stable range
behind with 14 attic windows may also have been of this period. What is significant apropos the
controversy that surrounds the exact nature of later alterations to this house, is its very obvious
older north range with a gabled front behind the new one. As Knyff s print is dedicated to
Charles, 2nd Baron Ossulston, this lord possibly continued his father’s improvements. However,
what impresses is not the architecture, but the gardens with the most sophisticated parterre work.
The great southern garden divided by a broad central walk echoes the influential
prototype of Wilton but contains elements to be found at Longleat, designed by George London,
so it is not unreasonable to attribute Dawley to London, who was gardener to John Ossulston’s
younger brother, Henry Bennet, Earl of Arlington. Dawley’s walk is announced by a magnificent
ironwork gate in the style of Jean Tijou, whose rare book is significantly listed in the Ossulston
library catalogue as “Tijous Drawings 1699”.3 What stands out even more than the garden itself is
the exceptional greenhouse lit by 18 tall windows. Among the 80 plates in Britan nia Illustrata, only
Wimpole, Chatsworth and St Albans House, Windsor, could boast greenhouses as large. The
Ossulstons were clearly enthusiastic gardeners, and a Mr Mollett is recorded in accounts as their
head gardener from at least 1713 to 1721. This then is Dawley about 1700. In 1707 the park was
extended by 73 acres and a road diverted, the same that Knyff shows passing close to the
greenhouse, abutting the barns, and cutting through the avenue to the north of the house.
Henceforth this road will be pushed well away from the eastern approach to the house, and sent
directly northwards to skirt the big double avenue, in order to bring into the park a new north
eastern sector and to make a new approach.
In order to understand what Lord Ossulston further achieved in improving Dawley, it is
necessary to consult A Plan of Dawley in the County of Middlesex The Seat of the Right Honhle Charles
Earl ofTankerville, and Baron of Ossulston, drawn by John Jenner who signs it “Delineavit” (Fig. 2) .4
This shows the addition of an ambitious formal system of avenues, and it poses the question as
to whether the plan was ever executed. Nevertheless, even if the new garden works are from the
mind of a designer, the house and its ancillary buildings are clearly and factually indicated.3 At
this juncture these need describing. The house is the same as in Knyff, but the old farm buildings
have gone, as has the fine range of stables, obviously a consequence of diverting the public road
to the east. The Ossulston gardens survive, but have been modified in detail. The greenhouse is
still there, looking as large as the house, but its end now faces the new drive. What strikes one as
somehow incomplete, is the incoherent left-overs of offices located between the house and
greenhouse, as if all is in a state of flux. In contrast, the approach is new: an avenue from the
diverted road opening into a square forecourt centred by a fountain, with on each side two
separate blocks of offices facing each other across the forecourt. Both are in red brick, one larger
with dormers, one smaller, both in the style of the 1690s house. It can also be seen that the
kitchen garden has been truncated near the house, and a double avenue planted to the road.
But what date is all this new work? To answer this it is necessary to refer to Lord Tankerville’s
building accounts in his Receipt Book, alas, not at all conclusive in what is recorded.
In February 1714 work is recorded on the Mews, and between August 1714 and January
1715 more than £350 is paid out for “paving the New Court at Dawley”. Then in November 1715
payments refer to “New Stables”, and “Marble Paving before the New Stables”, together with
mason’s work by William Sutton. In 1716 John Lock appears in the accounts as a joyner, when
he was sashing and wainscotting the “Summer House on the mount” “in the New Ground”. These
payments surely refer to the new forecourt and its flanking buildings, but a forecourt could
hardly have been focused upon the end of the greenhouse! This must imply an intended new
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Fig. 2. Plan of Dawley drawn by John Jenner (PRO).
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house, one that might have reflected the increased social status of Lord Ossulston when he was
raised to the Earldom of Tankerville in 1714.6 But was one actually built?
The Receipt Book contains a separate entry (upside down at the back) of new accounts
titled “An Accnt of mony Paid by the Rt Honble the Earl of Tankerville to Mr John Jenner
Bricklayer vizt for Bricklayers Work at Dawley”, which begins on July 10, 1719 with an account of
“old materials of Greenhouse”, so demonstrating that the “Plan of Dawley” was made before this
date. On July 25 “Worke in the New House” is itemised and extends through 1720, including
John Lock’s payments for carpentry and joinery; David Arnott laying lead in November 1719; with
plasterer’s payments occurring as late as September 1720; John Morris, upholsterer, in December
1720; and Mrs Moore, cabinet maker, from April to December 1721. However, most of the money
is spent upon Jenner for bricklayer’s work, implying brick additions. Now these might be
interpreted to mean a new house replacing the old, but for two entries: on December 23, 1719
Jenner is paid about the “New or Old House”, an ambiguous statement, and on July 18, 1720
Lock valued “330 yards of Old Board and Raised Pannels taken down in the Library, Dressing
Room, Yellow Room and Bed Chamber”, of which the Library and Yellow Room were wainscotted
anew.
All this surely implies no new house, but a redoing of the old, probably the rebuilding of
the whole north range. At first, perhaps, Jenner was involved, not only as the bricklayer, but as
the clerk of works and general architectural factotum for, following the 2nd Earl’s death in May
1722, he is recorded at Uppark, Sussex, in 1723 and St James’s Square in 1727. But the evidence
points to the intervention of a better known designer, none other than “Capt” Nicholas Dubois,
who significantly visited Dawley on June 28, 17197 at the beginning of building works, and was
consulted about a gardener when in Richmond on March 20, 1720. As Dubois’s Stanmer House
in Sussex shows, he was but a competent plain Palladian. However, he may well have been the
originator of the Plan ofDawley drawn byJenner, if that plan is not entirely a survey of an existing
situation.
In contrast to the gardens and park shown by Knyff, the Jenner plan shows an astonishing
transformation in the park. A remarkably broad avenue of single trees extends north from the
house; the old tree-lined public road has been snuffed out; the square wood centred by a gazebo
or tower has been truncated and the tower is now near the road. But what is the more remarkable
is the semi-circular patte d’oie tacked on to the southern edge of the garden, with avenues
radiating across the park like Hampton Court or nearby Osterley Park, if its system of avenues
was then planted/ Seemingly, the Tijou gateway has been removed. What is even more
remarkable is the huge walled wilderness set somewhat askew between two of the avenues,
perhaps the same as associated with references to a menagerie. Unfortunately, this area is out of
Knyff s vision, but the question to be asked at this point is whether such an enclosure would have
been so arbitrarily sited had it been laid down concurrently with the avenues. The manner by
which it is linked to the thin northern water garden, gate to gate, is also odd if all this was here
presented as a design. In the matter of the water garden, had a new house been proposed, set
west of the new forecourt, this water garden might have been expected to have been focused
upon it. There are so many discrepancies, and there is also the fact of the consistent
draughtsmanship of the whole, where the new parts, if they were new, might have been expected
to have been more sharply delineated. If a garden design and made in 1719 right at the
beginning of new works on the house, it does not do justice to the new works.
The worry increases when this plan is compared to the next dated documented survey,
shown on John Rocque’s Carte Topographique de la comte de Middlesex, published in 1754, but
probably due to field work in the two previous years (Fig. 3). If this is to be believed, we are back
to the general lines shown when Knyff came here. The patte d’oie and the avenues have gone, and
although Rocque does not detail his plans with great accuracy, he might have shown some
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Fig. 3. Detail of Dawley from John Rocque’s Carte Topographique de la comte de Middlesex (1754).

evidence of the southern avenues had they existed. However, if these had been planted in the
years following 1714, nearly 40 years would have passed and a new owner intervened who may
have abhorred avenues. More to the point is the outline of the house, and these changes
introduce us to the perplexing tenure of Henry St John (1678-1751), created Viscount
Bolingbroke in 1715. Bolingbroke’s Jacobite and political activities are well known. By expressing
fidelity and allegiance to George II, a bill in May 1725 allowed him to leave La Source in France
and return to England, when he bought Dawley, then with a park of 700 acres. The architect he
chose was James Gibbs, but the only paper evidence of architectural alterations is a design in the
Ashmolean Museum for a single small voussoired arched bridge of no special consequence.9
Nevertheless, if the MS Memoir in Sir John Soane’s Museum is to be believed,10 it states that Gibbs
“modeld Dawley for Lord Bolingbroke, and made large additions to it. He [Bolingbroke] made
it a most delightful place, and laid out a great deal of money upon it. He used to call it his Farme
and indeed it is one of ye fynest Farme houses in England. But his Lordship being obliged to go
to France, sold it for a great deal less money than it cost the building. ”
That the Ossulston-Tankerville house was demolished is clear from Rocque, for a new large
semi-circular ended forecourt now faces a new western avenue approach with three if not four
lines of trees, and on the site of the Ossulston house is the outline of a centre block with quadrant
links and two wings flanking a forecourt to the Harlington-Dawley road. Although the plan that
Rocque shows is conventionally Gibbsian, the engraved view (Fig. 4) published in the Gentleman’s
Magazine in August 1802, copied from an earlier topographical document, shows a house of
unconventional type.11
What is unusual is the two equal storeys throughout and simple arcuated style. The south
front has a three bay centre flanked by two bays, and with two-by-two wings breaking forward.
There is a hint here of the bulk and silhouette of Ditchley (1720 onwards) and something of the
arcuated fenestration of Cannons, although more, in fact, of the simple arcuated forms of a
church like Gibbs’s St Marylebone Chapel. Were it not for the evidence of the Memoir and the
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design for a bridge, perhaps another architect might have been sought, for Gibbs never designed
another astylar house like itJ? Finishing must have occurred by the time Pope wrote to Swift from
Dawley on June 18, 1728 that he had overheard Bolingbroke “agree with a Painter for 2001 to
paint his country-hall with Trophies of Rakes, spades, prongs &c and other ornaments merely to
countenance his calling this place a Farm”.13 In Dawley Farm, a set of verses published in 1731 by
an anonymous “Admirer of Ld Bolingbroke”, a hint of this uncommon astylar house is given:
“Politely finish’d, regularly grand! Frugal of ornament, but that the best And all with curious
negligence express’d. And what he built a palace, calls a Farm.”1’
Whether Dawley was a farm of the true ferme omee sort may be disputed,15 even if, when
describing the Ferme Omee in his 1742 edition of Ichnographica Rustica, Stephen Switzer
recommends the “Farms and Parks of Abbs Court, Riskins, Dawley-Park, now a doing”. Rocque
provides no hint of Bolingbroke’s doings, and the enclosures around the house are surprisingly
all geometric. This is odd, for Rocque’s Dawley is nearly 15 years after Bolingbroke sold up in
1739 for a mere £26,000. It was the end of a great estate, that lingered on as an agricultural entity,
owned for a while by Lord Uxbridge, but probably with a progressive demolition of the buildings.
By 1802 the park had been broken up and at least one surviving building converted to Dawley
Court for Peter de Salis.1 This may have included the building (Fig. 5) that fortunately survived
into this century. As can be seen from the roof this was one of the Ossulston office blocks that
flanked his new forecourt, but refronted in a Gibbsian style, and thus presumably for
Bolingbroke. Stylistically, there is a small hint of Gibbs’s offices to Burlington House, for both
had brick channelled pilasters at the angles. The contrast between this conventional Gibbs
Baroque manner and the astylar arcuated house in the Gentleman’s Magazine needs no comment.
It remains an enigma, as does the pedimented pedestrian side entrance that the contributor to
the Gentleman's Magazine also illustrates.
Tankerville and Bolingbroke of Dawlev, Berkeley of Cranford, Phillips of Stanwell (also by
Gibbs), Bathurst of Richings — all now environ a London Airport with names that survive only
perhaps as streets or pubs, or a grand gatepier here (Stanwell), a forlorn stable range (Cranford),
a long canal (Richings) or a mile of Lord Tankerville’s brick wall.

Fig. 4. Dawley illustrated in the Gentleman's Magazine (1802).
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Fig. 5. Office wing at Dawley, now demolished (NMR).

NOTES
1. For a general account see Victoria County History, Middlesex.
2. PRO (Chancery Lane) C104/82, unlisted; sec also Clare Jones, “The London life of a peer in the reign of Anne: a
case study from Lord Ossulton’s diary”. LondonJoitmalWl, 2. 1991.
3. C104/82; the only architectural books of any consequence were the Leoni edition of Palladio and Vitruvius Britannicus.
4. PRO (Kew) MPI 1246, there dated upon no evidence 1714-22.
5. All the buildings on the survey are distinctly coloured in red for brick etc. The large size of the sheet prohibits clear
photographic detail.
6. The earldom can be confusing because Ford Grey, 1st Earl died spm in 1701 and the tide became extinct. Charles
Bennet was created Earl of Tankerville in 1714 by virtue of having married Mary, daughter of Ford Grey.
7. PRO C104/82 in Mr Robertson's First Book (accounts 1716+) under date. For Dubois see Howard Colvin, Biographical
Dictionary of British Architects 1600-1840, 1978, 275-76.
8. As shown on J. Rocque’s Carte Topographique de la comte de Middlesex, 1754.
9. Ashmolean Museum, Gibbs volumes III, 90: bridge costing £400 “for Lord Bolingbroke.’'
10. Soane Museum, Gibbs Memoir, 89.
11. Gents Mag., August 1802, v.72, pt. 2, 725. "L'rban” reports that the house was built of brick and comments upon the
arched windows and the flat roof and that he had frequently stayed there as a friend of Lord Uxbridge.
12. But cf. Adderbury, also astylar and with arched windows. Friedman in James Gibbs, 1984, mentions (p.318) payments
to Gibbs in 1734 and 1740, but seems uncertain what these might have been for; similarly Friedman under Dawley
seems unaware of the Gentleman’s Magazine illustration despite the fact that it is mentioned under his other relevant
references. Clearly, what Urban shows is a major and unusual house by Gibbs.
13. For Bolingbroke in general cf. H.T. Dickinson, Bolingbroke, 1970, 173-78. For Pope cf. Pope’s Correspondance (ed.
Sherburn) II, 525 (to Bathurst November 7, 1728); for Swift ifSwift Corr. IV, 35-36; also IV, 8 (letter February 15, 1728).
14. Cf. David Jacques in Garden History IV, no. 1, 1976, 45-48. Neither here nor in Jacques’s later Georgian Gardens, 1983,
22, is any solid evidence produced as to the ground character of Dawley, except that it was disparked and 135 acres
tenanted. However, as Jacques observes, it is not impossible that the title Ferme Omeewas introduced by Bolingbroke
from France.
15. For a description of Dawley Court, cf. William Keane, The Beauties of Middlesex, 1850, 110-113.
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